IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RG America Achieves Awaited Delisting from Berlin Stock Exchange At the
Company’s Request
Company Requests Delisting After Being Shorted on Foreign Exchange
Dallas, TX (MARKET WIRE) – 3/20/06 -- (OTCBB: RGMI) - RG America, Inc. (“RGA”), a Dallas based
Insurance Restoration Company specializing in recovery, remediation, roofing and re-construction of insurance
losses, announced today that it has succeeded in having its stock removed from trading on the Berlin Bremen
Stock Exchange. RGA never authorized the trading of its securities on the Berlin Exchange, where its shares
were being sold-short by unknown sources. The Berlin Exchange recently suspended trading of RGMI, at the
request of the Company.
“We first noticed the short-selling of our stock in the height of the 2005 Hurricane Season when we began
investigating a very sudden and sharp decline in our stock price. After contacting Peter Hirshfield of the New
York based firm, Hirshfield Law, it became clear that RGA had become another “stockgate” target. Mr.
Hirshfield successfully put a halt to any short-selling of our stock by accomplishing the delisting on the Berlin
Exchange,” commented Traci Brown, General Counsel for RGA. “We are relieved to have this settled so we
can continue moving forward. This year has been extremely productive for RGA with large growth in contracts
and revenues, and we look forward to keeping up this momentum.”
RG America continues to trade under the symbol “RGMI” in the United States on the NASDAQ (OTCBB).
Investors interested in obtaining shares of RG America should purchase their shares only from authorized
broker-dealers who will execute trades on the OTCBB and not on any foreign exchanges.
About RG America
RG America is a family of companies delivering both insurance restoration services and targeted insurance
services/products. Its restoration subsidiaries specialize in remediation, insurance recovery, roofing, reconstruction and project management for insurance losses. The company focuses primarily on multi-family,
retail and commercial real estate properties that have experienced catastrophic losses caused by hurricane,
flood, fire, wind or hail. RG Insurance Services, Inc. is a full lines insurance agency. It will be the general
agency for RGA's proprietary property and casualty insurance product called PropertySMART(SM), which
delivers improved service and cost savings to the multi-family housing industry.
This release shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities to/from any
person, nor shall there be any sale of these securities in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to make such an
offer or solicitation. A number of statements in this press release are forward-looking statements, which are
made pursuant to the Safe Harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Act of 1995. These forwardlooking statements involve a number of products and technologies, competitive market conditions, successful
integration of acquisitions, the ability to secure additional sources of financing, the ability to reduce operating
expenses and other factors described in the Company's filings with the SEC. The actual results that the
Company may achieve may differ materially from any forward-looking statements due to such risks and
uncertainties.
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